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Abstract
Selection is a basic principle of evolution. Many approaches and studies have identified DNA mutations
rapidly selected to high frequencies, which leave pronounced signatures on the surrounding sequence
(selective sweeps). However, for many important complex, quantitative traits, selection does not leave
these intense signatures. Instead, hundreds or thousands of loci experience small changes in allele
frequencies, a process called polygenic selection. We know that directional selection and local
adaptation are actively changing genomes; however we have been unable to identify the genomic loci
responding to this polygenic, complex selection. Here we show that the use of novel dependent
variables in linear mixed models (which allow us to account for population structure, relatedness,
inbreeding) identify complex, polygenic selection and local adaptation. Thousands of loci are responding
to artificial directional selection and hundreds of loci have evidence of local adaptation. While advanced
reproduction and genomic technologies are increasing the rate of directional selection, local adaptation
is being lost. In a changing climate, the loss of local adaptation may be especially problematic. These
selection mapping approaches can be used in evolutionary, model, and agriculture contexts.

In a changing climate, organisms are forced to adapt to environmental pressures rapidly or
perish. The genomic changes that underlie adaptation are not well known and have proven difficult to
map, aside from a handful of large-effect selective sweeps 1. It is becoming increasingly apparent that in
adaptation, hard sweeps are likely the exception, not the rule 2,3. Selection on complex traits causes
significant changes in the mean phenotype while producing only subtle changes in allele frequencies
across the genome 2,4–6. Most methods require discrete grouping of genetically similar individuals,
making the identification of selection within a panmictic population difficult. American Bos taurus beef
cattle have been under well-documented strong artificial and environmental selection over the last ~50
years, making them an intriguing model to study how selection acts on the genome over short periods
of time and across diverse environments. Though domesticated, beef cattle are exposed to a host of
unique environments and local selection pressures compared to other more intensely managed
livestock populations. This suggests that local adaptation and genotype-by-environment interactions
may play an important role in beef cattle. Here, we present two methods for detecting complex
polygenic selection and local adaptation using genome-wide linear mixed models (LMM) in conjunction
with novel dependent variables. These models identify ongoing polygenic selection on complex traits
and local adaptation within populations while explicitly controlling for family structure. When applied to
three US beef cattle populations, we identify multiple locally adaptive genomic regions that provide
insight into the biology of adaptation in mammalian species, all while assisting producers in identifying
and selecting locally adapted individuals to further reduce the industry’s environmental footprint.
Detecting ongoing selection with Generation Proxy Selection Mapping (GPSM)
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Though the first cattle genotyping assay was developed just over a decade ago 7, influential
individuals from deep within the pedigree have been genotyped, providing a temporal distribution of
samples at least ten generations deep for most well-established breeds. Under directional selection,
alleles will be at significantly different frequencies in more recent generations compared to distant ones.
This creates a statistical association between allele frequencies at a selected locus and an individual’s
generation number. Historical selective sweeps on simple traits in many species, including cattle, has
been successfully studied, but recent and ongoing selection for complex traits is more difficult to
characterize. Most methods used to identify selection rely on allele frequency differences between
diverged populations (e.g. FST, FLK, XP-CLR) 8–10, or on the disruption of normal LD patterns (iHS, EHH,
etc.) 11–13. In cattle, these methods have successfully identified genomic regions under selection that
control a handful of Mendelian and simple traits like coat color, the absence of horns, or large-effect
genes involved in domestication 14–17 1,18,1914–17. Cattle producers are selecting on various combinations of
growth, maternal, and carcass traits, but the genomic changes that result from this selection are not
well-understood. To identify selected alleles changing in frequency over time, we fit an individual’s
generation number or a proxy, such as its birth year, as the dependent variable in a genome-wide linear
mixed model (LMM) 20. Using a linear mixed model approach explicitly controls for confounding family
and population structure with a genomic relationship matrix 21. Our method, Generation Proxy Selection
Mapping (GPSM), is unique in its ability to detect subtle allele frequency changes caused by recent and
ongoing polygenic selection within homogeneous populations (like breeds or smaller related groups).
When applied to simulations and real cattle populations, GPSM is able to effectively distinguish selection
from genetic drift. In identifying alleles actively changing in frequency, we can study selection on
complex traits as an active process as opposed to retrospective analyses of completed or near-complete
sweeps.
We performed simulations under a variety of genetic architectures, selection intensities,
effective population sizes, and timescales to test (1) if GPSM can distinguish between selection and drift,
(2) what characterizes the allele frequency shifts that produce signal in GPSM, (3) the scenarios that
produce these detectable shifts, (4) and whether selection on complex phenotypes in cattle could
produce them. Simulations and their results are summarized in (Supplementary File 1). For each
simulation we performed selection on a single additive trait in three parallel regimes; on true breeding
value, on phenotype, and random-mating. Across all simulations, we rarely observed false-positive
GPSM signal in our randomly-selected population, suggesting that drift is not producing detectable
changes in frequency, even in populations with small effective sizes (Ne). The most significant hits in
GPSM were typically not the largest effect simulated QTL, but the variants that are actively undergoing
changes in frequency. Since many large effect variants become fixed in early generations, intermediateeffect variants are enriched in GPSM signals. We detected signatures of selection under all genetic
architectures that were not purely infinitesimal (where each SNP has some small effect). GPSM signals
persists when we reduce the number of generations of selection simulated from 20 to 10 to 5. Our
simulations also demonstrated the benefits of a linear mixed model framework. Without using a
genomic relationship matrix to control population and family structure, we observe massively inflated pvalues and a large number of false-positive signals. Finally, in situations where small numbers of earlygeneration individuals are genotyped, we are able to detect selection with a similar effectiveness as
when sampling evenly across generations. Simulations randomly chose which individuals from each
generation were genotyped. When applying GPSM to real data, early generation animals are almost
always influential sires for the modern breed. This means that they are likely much more genetically
similar to subsequent generation’s animals than randomly sampled individuals, making the observed
allele frequency changes over time appear smaller than they actually were in the entire population.
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We applied GPSM to detect genomic regions under selection in three common breeds of United
States beef cattle; Red Angus, Simmental, and Gelbvieh. Strong, population-altering selection on both
Mendelian and quantitative traits has created quantifiable genetic differences over the last ~10
generations (50 years) in these populations. In addition to observable changes in visual appearance,
clear genetic trends for complex traits involved in growth, carcass quality, and maternal performance
exist in each breed 22. When performing GPSM, we estimate that the proportion of additive genetic
variance of an individual’s birth year is large [Proportion Variance Explained (PVE) = 0.520, 0.588, 0.459
in Red Angus, Simmental, and Gelbvieh, respectively], meaning that we can predict an animal’s
generation (or relevant proxy) with ~70% accuracy if we know its genotype 23. Obviously, birth year is
not a heritable trait, but these PVE estimates indicate significant associations between genotype and
birth year across the genome. The large amount of genetic variance explained by birth year persists
even when restricting the analysis to individuals born in the last 10 years (~2 generations) or 20 years
(~4 generations) (Table 1), suggesting that GPSM has the power to detect subtle allele frequency
changes over extremely short time periods. We removed the link between generation proxy and
genotype by randomly permuting the birth years assigned to each animal and observed PVEs drop to
effectively zero (Table 1).
Table 1. The proportion of variation in birth year explained (PVE) by markers in GPSM analysis. PVE
calculated for each breed dataset in full, and subsets of individuals born within the last 20 or 10 years.
The standard errors of PVE estimates are reported in parentheses.
Breed

Full Dataset PVE (se)

20-year PVE (se)

10-year PVE (se)

Shuffled PVE (se)

Red Angus

0.520 (0.013)

0.358 (0.013)

0.406 (0.014)

9.82 x 10-6 (0.002)

Simmental

0.588 (0.009)

0.551 (0.010)

0.401 (0.014)

9.70 x 10-4 (0.003)

Gelbvieh

0.459 (0.015)

0.454 (0.015)

0.361 (0.014)

5.05 x 10-4 (0.004)

Changes at a handful of Mendelian loci explain the major differences in appearance between
European Simmental introduced in the late 1960s and the modern American Simmental population
(Figure 1). Since their initial import to America in 1968, breeders of Simmental cattle have selected
against horns and preferred solid black or red hair coats to spotted cream coloring. We use these traits
and their known Mendelian alleles as positive controls for our GPSM method. GPSM identifies significant
associations between birth year and allele frequency near the POLLED (absence of horns 24),
ERBB3/PMEL (European Simmental cream color 25), and KIT (piebald coat coloration 26) loci. No
appreciable changes in frequency have occurred for these alleles since 1995, yet, a signal of selection
remains despite only 200 individuals born prior to 1995 being included in the analysis. While these
Mendelian loci account for basic differences in appearance between imported European and modern
American Simmental, they account for a small proportion of total GPSM signatures (3 of 85 total
regions) and explain only a small fraction of the “phenotypic variance” in birth year.
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Figure 1. Allele frequency trajectories for three Mendelian loci known to be under selection in
American Simmental cattle populations. Line colors correspond with a single locus; POLLED is green, KIT
is red, and PMEL/ERBB3 is blue.
Shared genomic regions are under selection across populations
Alleles actively undergoing strong selection create an even more powerful signal than those
under selection in earlier generations. For example, a variant 56,341 bp upstream of RHOU (ras homolog
family member U) on BTA28 (GPSM q-value = 2.323x10-150) has increased in frequency from 0.154 to
0.544 in animals born in 2012 compared to 2015 (Figure 2G). This rapid shift in frequency demonstrates
the ability of strong selection pressure to change allele frequencies over short periods of time. We also
observe this variant, under strong selection in Red Angus and Gelbvieh populations (q-values = 2.810x1027
and 2.787x10-265 respectively) (Figure 2G). RHOU is a GTP-binding protein that is involved in cell-shape
morphology and cytoskeletal rearrangement 27. In humans RHOU has been shown to play a role in
epidermal growth factor signaling 28. While no previous studies in cattle have pointed to RHOU as a
large-effect QTL for any economically-relevant traits, its role in cell shape and organization could be
involved in increased growth rate. This GPSM locus also resides ~166 kb from a cluster of olfactory
receptors. In Simmental and Gelbvieh datasets, significant GPSM markers in this locus extend into this
cluster of olfactory genes. It is unclear if this is a continuation of the peak closer to RHOU, or separate,
but significant selection on these olfactory genes. The allele frequency changes observed for this GPSM
peak are extreme compared to other significant regions, most of which are undergoing only small to
moderate shifts in frequency over the last ~10 generations.
The largest genomic region detected by GPSM lies at the end of BTA1 (157.5 Mb - 158.5 Mb).
The lead SNP in this peak (rs1755753) lies within the long non-coding RNA LOC112448253. The selected
region is immediately upstream of PRDM9, a modulator of recombination in most mammalian species,
including cattle 29–31. While no variants within PRDM9 reach genome-wide significance, a variant ~10.7
kb from the TSS does appear to be responding to selection.
We identified six other common genomic regions under strong selection in all three populations,
encompassing 106 statistically significant markers (Table 2). Another 90 SNPs overlap in at least two
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populations, corresponding to 15 additional genomic regions under selection (Table 3). These shared
GPSM signals suggest that not only are there similar selection pressures, but common genomic
architectures under selection in these three breeds. All three breeds have been selected for increased
growth and efficiency traits over the last 50 years 22, and GPSM identifies two genomic regions that have
been previously associated with feed efficiency and growth traits. The common peak on BTA12 (lead
SNP rs1389713) is ~182 kb upstream of the DACH1 (Dachshund homolog 1), a transcription factor
associated with post-weaning gain, various indicators of feed efficiency 32,33, and backfat thickness 34 in
cattle. The shared GPSM peak on BTA14 resides near a known large-effect QTL for post-weaning gain 35.
In addition to selection on loci that appear directly involved in growth and efficiency, we identify
multiple selection targets likely involved in aspects of immune function. A shared significant peak on
BTA2 (lead SNP rs1080110) resides within the ARHGAP15 gene (Rho GTPase Activating Protein 15) that
is essential for Trypanosomiasis resistance in African cattle populations 36–38. Though Trypanosomiasis
and other tsetse fly-transmitted diseases are restricted to Africa, genetic tolerance to similar immune
disturbances may account for the positive selection observed in these three American cattle
populations. Variants within ADORA1 (Adenosine A1 Receptor) are also detected as being under
selection by GPSM. In cattle, ADORA1 plays a role in the activation of polymorphonuclear neutrophilic
leukocytes, which are important for peripartial immune responses in cattle 39, and likely play roles in
other immune functions. ADORA1 and other purinergic receptors play an important role in bone
metabolism 40 and likely growth in cattle. This signature within ADORA1 also spans a potentially
regulatory region for MYBPH, an important gene in muscle formation and development, and another
potential target of selection. In this case and others, we identify multiple logical candidate genes within
regions undergoing selection.
We observe 22 genomic regions that are changing in frequency in at least two of our datasets,
evidence of shared networks and genetic architectures under selection. The lead SNPs for each shared
peak and positional candidate genes are reported in Table 3. A GO enrichment analysis of 46 genes
residing in or near the 29 shared GPSM signatures identified by at least two datasets identified multiple
biological processes undergoing selection. The most significant pathways involved G-protein coupled
signaling (Benjamini–Hochberg adjusted p-value = 0.038) and purinergic receptor signaling pathways
(Benjamini–Hochberg adjusted p-value = 0.034, associated genes ADORA1 and P2RY8). Purinergic
receptors have been identified as important drivers of immune responses in cattle 39. Selection on
immune genes and pathways is likely driven by the increased production efficiency of healthy calves
41,42
. Shared selection on SLC2A5 and BIRC5 point towards biological pathways involved in sensing
carbohydrate, hexose, and monosaccharide stimuli (Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-values = 0.01). We
also expect that an enhanced metabolic response to carbohydrates would result in increased animal
efficiency. Finally, genes involved in the regulation of arterial blood pressure (Benjamini–Hochberg
adjusted p-value = 0.045: ADORA1, SLC2A5) made up the lone other significant gene class under
selection across all three breeds.
Table 2. Overlapping GPSM variants in all three breeds. Lead SNPs from significant regions identified in
GPSM analyses of Red Angus, Simmental, and Gelbvieh cattle populations. Candidate gene is the
annotated gene closest to lowest p-value SNP in peak if < 200 kb away. Associations are from cattle
literature unless otherwise reported.
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CHR

POS

Nearest Candidate
Gene(s) (Distance)

Known Candidate Gene
Associations

References

1

157,913,264

LOC112448253
(within)

lncRNA, misplaced BoLA SNPs?,
PRDM9 association?

2

53,151,541

ARHGAP15 (within)

Immune functions,
Trypanosomiasis resistance

36–38

12

46,730,506

DACH1 (182.1 kb)

Feed efficiency/growth

32

14

59,774,083

LRP12 (261.5 kb),
LOC112449532 (113.6
kb)

(LRP12) Feed efficiency/growth

35,43

16

955,146

ADORA1 (within),
MYBPH (2.0 kb)

Fertility/immune (ADORA1)/muscle
growth (MYBPH)

39

23

1,768,070

LOC782044 (25.7 kb)

28

640,998

RHOU (56.3 kb),
Olfactory gene cluster
(166.5kb)

Bone development,
Innate immune system

44

Table 3. Overlapping GPSM variants in two of three breeds. Lead SNPs from significant regions
identified at least two of our three cattle populations. Candidate gene is the annotated gene closest to
lowest p-value SNP in peak if < 200 kb away. Associations are from cattle literature unless otherwise
reported.
CHR

POS

Nearest Candidate
Gene (Distance)

Known Candidate Gene
Associations

References Breeds

1

3,144,864

URB1 (within)

Embryonic lethal (pigs)

45

1

73,642,609

> 200 kb to a gene

3

119,429,700

CSF2RA (within)

TB Resistance

5

5,266,489

ENSBTAG0000005016
4 (within)

lncRNA

8

113,265,058

> 200 kb to a gene

9

78,704,840

PWWP2B
(23.6 kb)

SIM/GEL
SIM/GEL

46

RAN/SIM
SIM/GEL
SIM/GEL

Bovine fetus muscle
expression

47

RAN/GEL
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9

104,228,150

PDCD2 (111 kb)

SIM/GEL

10

940,793

MCC (within)

SIM/GEL

12

518,595

PCDH20 (37.7 kb)

SIM/GEL

15

77,106,772

DDB2 (within)

Calving Ease

15

84,680,379

LOC617614

Olfactory Receptor

16

78,129,493

> 200 kb to a gene

19

53,947,810

BIRC5 (within)

RFI (DE), Fertility and
Reproduction

49

RAN/GEL

22

24,625,216

Between CNTN6 and
CNTN4

Known Milk Yield QTL

50

SIM/GEL

28

20,762,645

> 200 kb to a gene

48

RAN/GEL
SIM/GEL
SIM/GEL

SIM/GEL

Table 4. GPSM Gene Ontology Terms. Significant GO terms (FDR-corrected p-values < 0.1) for genes <
10kb of significant GPSM SNPs (q < 0.1) in Red Angus, Simmental, or Gelbvieh datasets.
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1HP79hSM_PGObrN3ZIMcvtLKaIKoKFgGU8w5HUlB2Sk/edit?usp=sharing

Generation Proxy Selection Mapping identifies polygenic selection
In total, GPSM identifies 268, 548, and 763 statistically significant SNPs (q-value < 0.1)
associated with year-of-birth in Red Angus, Simmental, and Gelbvieh cattle populations, respectively
(Figure 2). These SNPs encompass at least 52, 85, and 92 total genomic loci. The median per-generation
allele frequency change (ΔAF) for significant SNPs are modest, but significantly larger than the upper
limits of the per generation drift variance (Table 4). If we assume a biallelic SNP with a starting allele
frequency of 0.5 in a population where Ne = 100, the maximum expected per-generation change in allele
frequency would be 0.0012. While we identify some SNPs undergoing massive shifts in allele frequency,
most significant GPSM SNPs are undergoing modest allele frequency changes. These small allele
frequency shifts detected by GPSM are consistent with the magnitude of shifts expected for traits with
polygenic trait architectures 6,51. As a result, we suspect that many of these loci would go largely
undetected when using other selection mapping methods.
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Figure 2. Generation Proxy Selection Mapping (GPSM) analysis of three major US cattle breeds.
Manhattan plots of GPSM p-values for (A) Red Angus, (C) Simmental, and (E) Gelbvieh cattle
populations. Corresponding truncated (-log10(q) < 15) GPSM Manhattan plots for (B) Red Angus, (D)
Simmental, and (F) Gelbvieh. Significant SNPs (q < 0.1 or p < 1x10-5) identified in all three datasets are
colored green and SNPs identified in two of three analyses are colored orange. (G) Allele frequency
trajectories over time for lead SNPs of six common GPSM peaks in three cattle populations.

Table 4. Summary statistics of allele frequency change (ΔAF) per generation for significant GPSM SNPs.
ΔAF is the slope of the regression of allele frequency on birth year.
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Breed

N SNPs
(GPSM q < 0.1)

Mean ΔAF per
generation (sd)

Median ΔAF
per
generation

Min ΔAF per
generation

Max ΔAF per
generation

Red Angus

268

0.018 ( 0.011)

0.017

4.97 x 10-5

0.076

Simmental

548

0.024 (0.017)

0.022

6.79 x 10-5

0.093

Gelbvieh

762

0.033 (0.028)

0.024

1.01 x 10-4

0.223

To identify the amount of variation in birth year explained by significant signals, we performed a
REML analysis using two GRMs; one created using genome-wide significant GPSM markers (q < 0.1), and
another with the remaining non-significant markers. The PVEs for each dataset are reported in Table 5.
This suggests that while the relatively low proportion of genome-wide significant SNPs explain an
outsized portion of the variation in birth year, there still exists a significant amount of signal in the
remaining suggestive SNPs.

Table 5. Genetic variation in birth year explained by significant GPSM SNPs from GREML analysis.
Breed

Significant SNP PVE
(se)

Non-significant PVE (se) Total 2-GRM
PVE (se)

Single GRM PVE
(se)

Red Angus

0.168 (0.234)

0.437 (0.016)

0.604 (0.014)

0.558 ( 0.011)

Simmental

0.232 (0.020)

0.418 (0.014)

0.650 (0.012)

0.595 (0.010)

Gelbvieh

0.282 (0.023)

0.279 (0.015)

0.561 (0.017)

0.528 (0.014)

We performed a similar analysis with GRMs by further dividing the non-significant SNPs into
“suggestive” and “other” classes (Table 6). To eliminate signal associated with genome-wide significant
LD peaks, we removed variants within 1 Mb of significant markers for “suggestive” and “other” variant
classes. We then built a suggestive-variant GRM with the 2,000 variants with the smallest remaining pvalues, and an other-variant GRM with 2,000 random remaining variants with p > 0.5, but still
segregating at a moderate frequency (MAF > 0.15) in each dataset. The other-variant GRM is intended
to only include SNPs under drift. The resulting variance component estimates show that nearly all of the
observed variation in birth year is accounted for by significant and suggestive SNP sets and likely is not
being driven by stochastic changes in allele frequency due to drift. While our genome-wide significant
variants account for a relatively small fraction of the genome, suggestive variants are evenly spread
throughout the genome, consistent with our expectations when traits are under polygenic selection.
Variants contributing to variance in birth year, but that don’t reach genome-wide significance are likely
undergoing quite small directional shifts in allele frequency, congruent with polygenic selection, that will
be detectable as datasets increase in size.
Table 6. Genetic variation in birth year explained by three classes of GPSM significant SNPs.
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Breed

Genome-wide
Suggestive significant
Significant SNP PVE (se) SNP PVE (se)

Other SNP PVE (se)

Total PVE (se)

Red Angus

0.107 (0.017)

0.331 (0.014)

0.025 (0.003)

0.464 (0.015)

Simmental 0.166 (0.016)

0.339 (0.013)

0.028 (0.003)

0.533 (0.012)

Gelbvieh

0.297 (0.014)

0.000 (0.003)

0.465 (0.015)

0.162 (0.017)

While a clear function or nearby candidate gene existed for many of the observed GPSM hits,
many of our lead SNPs were near, but not within genes (123, 242, 301 significant markers outside of, but
within 100 kb of annotated gene in Red Angus, Simmental, and Gelbvieh, respectively). We assigned the
closest gene to a significant marker as the “candidate gene.” This generalization ignores the potential for
a marker being in stronger LD with a different, more distant gene. With limited information describing
the regulatory elements in the bovine genome 52, we were also unable to ascribe possible trans
regulatory functions to these variants. Further, our 835K genotypes are unable to provide the base-pair
resolution needed to further explore the actual effects of variants undergoing selection (frameshifts,
loss-of-function, etc.).
Directional selection for production traits acts on similar genomic networks between breeds
Despite the multiple shared GPSM signatures, the majority of GPSM signatures detected are
breed-specific (78.8%, 78.8%, and 77.2% of total significant regions in RAN, SIM, and GEL, respectively).
While some of these signatures may be due to a slightly different selection emphasis placed on one
breed, but not the others, it is more likely the result of selection on different genes or networks that
control a similar suite of traits. Beef cattle have been historically selected for increased growth rates and
reproductive efficiency, both of which are particularly complex traits, likely controlled by thousands of
variants of varying effect sizes that act in both additive and maternal fashions 53,54. We expect that the
many significant GPSM regions will be tagging allele frequency changes driven by selection. That said,
we observe relatively few of the regions identified by GPSM overlap with major growth QTL identified
using identical Gelbvieh and Simmental datasets 55,56. Most of the major growth-related QTL still
segregating in these breeds are effectively unchanged over the course of our sampled datasets. Genes
identified in previous growth GWAS analyses with these datasets such as PLAG1 and LCORL increase the
economically-relevant phenotypes weaning and yearling weights, but have antagonistic effect by
increasing birth weights and calving difficulties 57. As a result, even if variation exists at known, largeeffect QTL, the allele frequency changes over the temporal scope of the data may be moderate across
the population.
Candidate genes identified by GPSM in Simmental point towards selection on pathways involved
in digestion and metabolic functions (Arachidonic acid metabolism, Gastric acid secretion, Salivary
secretion, Carbohydrate digestion and absorption) that are likely due to increases in production
efficiency 58–60. In each breed, we identify numerous biological processes involved in cell cycle control
under selection, a group of processes directly involved in muscle growth rate in cattle 61. Additionally, in
Red Angus and Gelbvieh we identify multiple cancer pathways under selection. This likely represents
further evidence of selection on cell cycle regulation and growth rather than on actual cancer pathways.
While multi-population candidate genes account for some of these shared cell-cycle terms, (e.g.
PRDM9, RHOU), significant pathways and GO terms are driven largely by breed-specific candidate genes.
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In Simmental cattle we detect 23 GPSM candidate genes involved in olfactory transduction. While not
related directly to growth traits, olfactory receptors have identified as selection targets in many
mammalian species, including cattle 18,62,63. This rapidly-evolving class of genes is also associated with
growth and carcass traits, suggesting a wide range of functions that are not limited to detecting smell
35,64
. Other dataset-specific gene classes under selection highlight known within-breed characteristics.
For example, Red Angus cattle are known to be a highly fertile breed with exceptional maternal
characteristics 65. We identify the “ovarian steroidogenesis” pathway under selection, a potential driver
of hormone balance and female fertility 66,67. We also identify numerous other processes involved in the
production and metabolism of hormones. Hormone metabolism is a central regulator of growth in cattle
68–71
, but could also represent selection for increased female fertility in the breed. Gelbvieh cattle are
known for their quick growth rate and carcass quality. We identify 6 different biological processes
related to muscle development and function from Gelbvieh GPSM gene sets.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Identifying genomic regions contributing to local adaptation
Beef cattle are one of the few livestock species in the United States whose production
environments remain largely unaltered by humans. Cattle are distributed across almost every possible
environment in the continental United States 72, and virtually none are raised in controlled confinement
like pigs or chickens. Local adaptation and genotype-by-environment (GxE) interactions exist in closely
related cattle populations 73,74. The most common solution for breeding heat adapted cattle to date has
been through crossbreeding Bos taurus and Bos indicus cattle 75. While this has led to cattle better
equipped to handle hot and humid environments, it has come at the cost of decreased meat quality 76,77.
Further, Bos indicus crossbreeding is unable to improve adaptation to a wide variety of other
environmental stressors such as cold temperatures, high elevations, and a host of other biotic and
abiotic factors. Ideally, we could exploit within breed variation to produce pure Bos taurus individuals
suited to the full range of environments in the US without sacrificing performance for growth, maternal,
or carcass traits. Previous work has identified the presence of extensive GxE in beef cattle populations
78–80
, but limited work exploring the genomic basis of local adaptation has occurred 81.
Environmental selection has driven the development of locally adapted breeds and populations
of cattle around the world. Well-adapted animals better express their genetic potential in their local
environment, and thus are more likely to be selected as parents than their poorly-adapted counterparts.
This leads to changes in allele frequency at loci that modulate adaptation in this local population
compared to the full population. In the past 30 years, the use of artificial insemination has increased in
U.S. beef cattle populations. This technology has allowed elite germplasm to be propagated ubiquitously
across environments and has led to dramatic increases in production efficiency. However, as a
consequence this has made breeds more homogeneous. We are interested in identifying whether
detectable allele frequency differences exist between environments, and how human-imposed selection
and mating has changed the magnitude of these differences.
Ecoregions and envGWAS
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Figure 3. Nine discrete ecoregions of Continental United States. Each 1 km2 was assigned to one of nine
ecoregions based on a k-means clustering analysis of 30-year mean temperature, precipitation, and
elevation from the PRISM Climate Dataset.
We used k-means clustering with 30-year normal values for temperature, precipitation, and
elevation 82 to divide the United States into 9 clusters (Figure 3). These ecoregion assignments largely
agree with previously-published maps in the environmetrics and atmospheric science literature 83,84, and
reflect well-known differences in cattle production environments. For instance, the “Fescue Belt ', the
region of the US where tall fescue (Festuca arundinacea) is the most common forage, is almost perfectly
defined using only these three environmental variables. In using clustering to define ecoregions, we
expect that we are capturing not only combinations of environmental variables, but the associated
differences in forage type, local pathogens, and ecoregion-wide management differences that animals
are exposed to.
To identify genomic regions potentially contributing to local adaptation, we used continuous
environmental variables as quantitative phenotypes or discrete ecoregions as case-control phenotypes
in a linear mixed model framework. We refer to these approaches as “environmental genome-wide
association studies”, or envGWAS. Using a genomic relationship matrix in a LMM allows us to control
the high levels of relatedness between spatially close individuals, and more confidently identify true
signatures of local adaptation. This method builds on the theory of the Bayenv approach from Coop et
al. (2010) 85,86 that uses allele frequency correlations along environmental gradients to identify potential
local adaptation. Using genome-wide LMMs allowed us to extend the Bayenv method to extremely large
datasets (eventually hundreds of thousands of animals with millions of SNPs). A GWAS model in
conjunction with a GRM controls for cryptic family and population structure that frequently obscures
these studies.
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Before performing any genomic analyses, we observe that the three analyzed breeds are not
universally present in all ecoregions (Figure 4 & Table 7). This uneven regional distribution suggests that
since the introduction of these breeds in the late 1960s and early 1970s, registered seedstock animals
have a small footprint in desert regions with extreme temperatures and minimal rainfall. While
seedstock operations exist at a wide range of elevations and temperatures, they are mostly absent from
dry environments with low forage-availability (Desert ecoregion). Our assumption is that similar trends,
though less extreme, would produce statistical signal in finer scale environments.

Figure 4. Geographic distributions of (A) Red Angus, (B) Simmental, and (C) Gelbvieh across the
Continental United States. Each point is a zip code, sized by number of genotyped animals at that zip
code and colored by the ecoregion that zip code resides in.
Table 7. Counts of analyzed individuals in each region for each dataset after filtering and region
assignment based on individual’s breeder zip code.
Region

Gelbvieh

3671

3211

4081

Southeast

6151

1,0731,2

4221

High Plains

2,7961,2

3,6451,2

4,0221,2

Rainforest

0

62

1

1,2061,2

181

87

136

0

0

Forested Mountains

4,5251,2

2,5891,2

7041,2

Fescue Belt

3,0111,2

4,3931,2

4,4821,2

Upper Midwest &
Northeast

1,5131,2

2,5241,2

1,0721,2

Total

14,169

14,788

11,198

Foothills

2

Simmental

Desert

Arid Prairie

1

Red Angus

included in multivariate discrete envGWAS analysis
included in “large region” multivariate envGWAS analysis
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Although environmental variables and regions are not inherited, the estimated Proportion
Variation Explained (PVE) provides a measure of the genome-wide variation associated with
environment and the degree to which cattle families are distributed across the United States. In Red
Angus, the proportion of variation explained by SNPs (PVE) was 0.597, 0.526, and 0.594 for temperature,
precipitation, and elevation respectively. PVEs for ecoregion identity ranged from 0.463 for the Arid
Prairie to 0.673 for the Fescue Belt. These measures suggest that genetic similarity exists along both
continuous environmental gradients and within discrete ecoregions. Genetic and phenotypic
correlations for all three datasets are reported in Tables 8 and 9. Despite this genetic signal existing
along environmental gradients and within ecoregions, regional relationships does not create observable
population structure in the first 10 principal components (Supplementary File 2).
Table 8. Univariate REML estimates of PVE for continuous environmental variables in genotyped Red
Angus, Simmental, and Gelbvieh cattle populations. Standard errors for PVE estimates are reported in
parentheses.
Variable

Red Angus PVE (se)

Simmental PVE (se)

Gelbvieh PVE (se)

Temperature

0.597 (0.010)

0.586 (0.011)

0.691 (0.010)

Precipitation

0.526 (0.011)

0.602 (0.011)

0.677 (0.010)

Elevation

0.594 (0.010)

0.585 (0.011)

0.644 (0.011)

Table 9. Univariate estimates of PVE for discrete ecoregion assignment in genotyped Red Angus,
Simmental, and Gelbvieh cattle populations. Standard errors for PVE estimates are reported in
parentheses.
Variable

Red Angus PVE (se)

Simmental PVE (se)

Gelbvieh PVE (se)

Desert

0.646 (0.010)

0.517 (0.012)

0.726 (0.010)

Southeast (SE)

0.408 (0.010)

0.547 (0.013)

0.478 (0.013)

High Plains (HP)

0.641 (0.011)

0.588 (0.010)

0.694 (0.010)

Arid Prairie (AP)

0.463 (0.011)

0.566 (0.014)

NA

Forested Mountains
(FM)

0.575 (0.011)

0.594 (0.010)

0.615 (0.013)

Fescue Belt (FB)

0.673 (0.010)

0.545 (0.011)

0.649 (0.011)

Upper Midwest &
Northeast (UMWNE)

0.548 (0.012)

0.509 (0.012)

0.609 (0.013)

envGWAS detects allele frequency differences between discrete ecoregions
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We hypothesized that using discrete ecoregions as the dependent variables genome-wide linear
mixed models (discrete envGWAS) would identify different genomic regions than the same analysis
using continuous environmental variables (continuous envGWAS). Using nine regions defined with kmeans clustering of environmental data, we grouped individuals into environmental cohorts and fit
univariate and multivariate case-control envGWAS models to identify allele frequency differences
between environments that may be the result of local adaptation. The use of discrete ecoregion
assignments as phenotypes allowed us to identify associations with entire environments as opposed to
individual environmental variables. In addition to their shared climates, locations within these regions
are more likely to share common forage sources, parasites, diseases, and management practices,
providing a more complete representation of shared environment. We performed univariate discrete
envGWAS in Red Angus, Simmental, and Gelbvieh datasets for regions with > 250 individuals. We
performed two separate multivariate analyses, one that included all regions with > 250 individuals, and
another more restrictive analysis that only used regions with > 700 individuals.
In Red Angus, we identified 54 variants significantly associated (significance threshold p < 1x10-5
determined from permutation) with membership of an ecoregion in the discrete multivariate envGWAS
analysis, encompassing 18 total genomic regions (Figure 5A). Of these regions, only two overlapped with
regions identified in continuous envGWAS, suggesting that using different definitions of environment
with envGWAS may detect different sources of adaptation. Of the 18 significant regions, 17 were within
or near (< 100 kb) a candidate gene. Known functions of these genes are diverse. envGWAS identified
SNPs immediately (22.13 kb) upstream of CUX1 (Cut Like Homeobox 1) gene on chromosome 25. CUX1
controls hair coat phenotypes in mice 87. Alleles within CUX1 can be used to differentiate between
breeds of goats raised for meat versus those raised for fiber 88. The role of CUX1 in hair coat phenotypes
makes it a prime adaptive candidate in environments where animals are under heat, cold, or toxic
fescue stress. Other candidate genes identified by envGWAS have been previously identified as targets
of selection between breeds of cattle (MAGI2, CENPP), or in other species (DIRC1 in humans, GORASP2
in fish, ADRB1 in dogs and lizards). Adaptive signatures shared between cattle and other species may
point to shared biological processes that drive environmental adaptation. We expect that novel adaptive
genes and pathways identified in these analyses could be of value to studies of adaptation in other
species.
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Figure 5. Manhattan plots of discrete envGWAS in Red Angus cattle. Locations of animals (A).
Multivariate envGWAS (B), and univariate discrete envGWAS analysis for sufficiently-sized ecoregions
(C-H). Green points were identified in the corresponding analysis in Simmental or Gelbvieh datasets.
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From the Red Angus multivariate envGWAS, we identified four adaptive candidate genes
directly involved in immune function (RASGEF1B, SPN, ZMYND8, LOC100298064/HAVCR1). GPSM
analyses identified variants within or proximal to immune genes under ongoing selection across all three
cattle populations (Table 10). These envGWAS regions suggest that genetic adaptations conferring
resistance or tolerance to local pathogens and immune stressors may be as important as adaptations to
more explicit environmental stressors (i.e. heat tolerance).
Table 10. Discrete multivariate envGWAS candidate genes for Red Angus. Lead SNP in envGWAS peak
is reported along with nearest plausible candidate genes (provided < 250 kb from lead SNP).
CHR POS

Nearest
Candidate
Gene(s)
(Distance)

Univariate
Continuous
Association

Univariate
Ecoregion
Associatio
n

Candidate Gene
Adaptive
Associations

Referenc
e

Breed(
s)

2

7,571,508

DIRC1
(110.3 kb),
COL5A2
(212.7 kb)

Multivariate
,
Temperatur
e

FM

Sweep region
(human), blood
pressure
(human)

89,90

RAN

2

25,519,381

GORASP2
(4.47 kb)

N/A

AP

Adaptive
signature (fish)

91

RAN

4

43,928,337

MAGI2
(within)

N/A

UMWNE

Selection
signature,
imprinted
(cattle)

92

RAN

5

59,498,938

LOC788524
(OR9K2)
(1.42 kb)
[Olfactory
cluster]

N/A

FM

Olfactory
receptor cluster,
selection
signature (bison)

63

RAN

6

96,217,506

RASGEF1B
(within)

N/A

HP

Immune
function,
adaptation
signature
(human),
Response to viral
infections.

93,94

RAN

8

84,146,584

CENPP
(within)

N/A

N/A

African cattle
CNV, hypoxia
(human)

95,96

RAN

12

58,438,020

N/A

N/A

N/A

13

75,784,164

ZMYND8
(within)

RAN
Immune
function, DNA

97,98

RAN
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damage repair
13

81,716,869

PFDN4
(71.97 kb)

22

48,873,180

DUSP7
(40.83 kb)

23

1,768,070

24

10,628,280

CDH7
(151.7 kb)

24

62,228,300

LOC100298
064
(HAVCR1)
(15.2kb)

25

26,511,450

SPN (CD43)
(within)

25

35,085,041

26

34,432,722

N/A

HP

Dermatitis
(humans)

99

RAN

Heat
stress/sperm
motility (cattle),
Stress response

100,101

RAN

AP, FM

RAN

AP

Developmental
processes

102

RAN

AP

Immune
function

103

RAN

N/A

SE

MHC-Class I,
Immune
response (cattle)

104

RAN

CUX1 (67.8
kb)

Multivariate

N/A

Hair phenotype
(goats, mice)

87,88

ADRB1
(81.5 kb)

Temperatur
e

Selection
(sporting dogs),
climate
adaptation
(lizards)

105,106

MV

RAN

In all three datasets, we identify a common local adaptation signature on chromosome 23 (peak
SNP at 1,768,070 bp). Multivariate analyses in all three breeds identify alleles at this SNP to be
significantly associated with a region or regions (q = 1.24x10-13, 3.15x10-12, 4.82x10-5 in RAN, SIM, and
GEL, respectively). In all three datasets, we identify this same SNP as a univariate envGWAS association
with membership of the Forested Mountains ecoregion. Its most significant univariate association in the
Red Angus dataset was with the Arid Prairie region which is excluded from both Simmental and Gelbvieh
analyses due to low within-region sample size. In the Red Angus multivariate analysis, this peak spanned
18 SNPs from (1,708,914 bp to 1,780,836 bp) and contained the pseudogene LOC782044. This
pseudogene, an annotated exon of ALKBH8 (alkylated DNA repair protein alkB homolog 8-like), has no
previously reported function or associations in cattle. The nearest annotated gene is KHDRBS2 (KH RNA
Binding Domain Containing, Signal Transduction Associated 2), which has been identified by other
adaptation studies in cattle, sheep, and pigs 107–109. Interestingly, this variant was not significantly
associated with a single environmental variable in any analysis, suggesting that its adaptive benefits are
unique to a particular combination of ecoregions or environmental variables. The use of discretely
defined environments increases our power to detect alleles associated with a particular combination of
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environmental variables. This lead SNP was also significantly associated with birth year in all three GPSM
analyses. Selection for this variant in the Forested Mountains ecoregion, our most highly populated
region in all three breeds, may be creating this population-wide signal.
envGWAS detects variants segregating along continuous environmental gradients
Using continuous temperature, precipitation, and elevation as quantitative phenotypes in a
multivariate envGWAS analysis of Red Angus animals, we identify 21 significant environmental
associations (q < 0.1) and an additional 25 loci with p-values below our empirically-derived cutoff (p < 1
x 10-5) (Figure 6). These loci tag 17 genomic regions, many of which have clear candidate genes nearby
(< 100 kb). The most significant genomic region identified is located on chromosome 29 is located within
BBS1 (Bardet-Biedl syndrome 1), a gene directly involved in energy homeostasis in mice and humans
110,111
. BBS1 mutant knock-in mice show irregularities in photoreceptors and olfactory sensory cilia 112.
Many of these environmental variable-associated genes have been previously identified as being
adaptive or under selection in either human or cattle populations (Table 11). From the multivariate
envGWAS in Red Angus, 9 of the 16 positional candidate genes have been identified by previous studies
of adaptation or selection in humans or cattle (DIRC1, ABCB1, TBC1D1, AP5M1, GRIA4, LRRC4C, RBMS3,
GADL1, PLA2G12B) 89,113,114. For example, GRIA4 has been identified as a target of selection in coldadapted Yakutian cattle populations 115. Of the other 7 candidate genes, three have been previously
associated with adaptive phenotypes; body size (E2F7, BBS1) and circadian rhythm (ADCYAP1).
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Figure 6. Continuous environmental variable envGWAS in Red Angus cattle. Geographic distributions
colored by temperature (A), precipitation (C) , and elevation (E). Manhattan plots for univariate
envGWAS analyses of temperature (B), precipitation (D), elevation (F), and a multivariate envGWAS of
temperature, precipitation, and elevation (G). Red lines indicate permutation-derived p-value cutoff of
1x10-5.

Table 11. Candidate genes identified in multivariate envGWAS analyses using continuous environmental
attributes as dependent variables. Chromosome and genomic positions are for lead SNP in peak. Closest
gene is identified as candidate (if < 250 kb from lead SNP).
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Chr

Position of
lead SNP

Nearest
Univariate
Annotated Gene association
(Distance)
(if p < 1x10-5)

Adaptationrelated
associations

References

Breed(s)

2

7,571,508

DIRC1 (110.3
kb), COL5A2
(212.7 kb)

Temperature

Sweep region
(human), blood
pressure
(human)

89,90

RAN

2

16,014,918

No genes < 200
kb

Temperature

4

32,945,494

ABCB1 (within)

Temperature

5

6,551,121

6

RAN
Drug resistance,
human
adaptation,
cattle health
traits

116,117

RAN

E2F7 (68.592 kb)

Body weight,
bone density
(human)

118,119

RAN

57,392,860

TBC1D1 (within)

Selection (cattle,
chickens), body
size (chickens,
mice), immune
traits
(lymphocytes,
etc.), obesity
(humans)

18,120–124

RAN

7

106,527,874

EFNA5 (within)

10

69,692,497

AP5M1 (within)

10

84,307,302

DPF3 (within)

Precipitation

15

2,232,970

GRIA4 (within)

Elevation

15

71,402,156

LRRC4C (within)

22

4,815,225

RBMS3 (156.7
kb)

Precipitation

RAN
Selection
(humans)

Precipitation

125

RAN
RAN

Cold tolerance
(cattle)

115

RAN

Altitude
adaptation
(humans)

126

RAN

Tropical
adaptation
(humans),
Sweep region

89,127,128

RAN
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(humans),
Pleiotropic QTL
(cattle)
5,297,061

GADL1 (within)

24

10,628,280

CDH7 (150.58
kb)

24

35,718,635

ADCYAP1 (14.3
kb)

Circadian rhythm
(birds),
chronotype
(humans)

132–134

RAN

25

35,085,041

CUX1 (67.8 kb)

Hair phenotypes
(goats, mice)

87,88

RAN

25

39,464,325

LOC101904513

Precipitation

ncRNA

28

28,979,090

PLA2G12B (16.0
kb)

Temperature
and Elevation

Local adaptation
(humans)

114,135

RAN

29

44,555,972

BBS1 (within)

Obesity, energy
homeostasis
(human)

110–112

RAN

Neuron
development
(dogs, cattle,
pigs),selection
signature (cattle),
sporting dogs,
temperature
acclimation (pigs)

19,105,136,137

SIM

Height (human),
thermal
adaptation (fish)

138,139

SIM

Osmoregulation
(fish), disease
response (cattle)

140,141

SIM

1

1

26,621,249 ROBO1 (within)

134,777,473 CEP63 (within)

3

2,966,062 UCK2 (18.65 kb)

8

64,286,414 ENSBTAG0000005

Associated with
climate variables
in Mediterranian
cattle, blood
metabolites,
human
adaptation

129–131

22

RAN

RAN

lncRNA

RAN

SIM
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4262
10

16,366,200 KIF23 (24.83 kb)

17

LOC100847522
51,685,973 (88.07 kb)

20

54,365,387

23

26
28
29

1,768,070 LOC782044

Hepatic function
(cattle)
ncRNA

LOC112444895
36,766,544 (137.67 kb)

2

116,117,760 SPHKAP (within)

3

ADGRL4 (39.34
65,627,833 kb)

SIM
SIM

Precipitation,
Elevation

SIM

Precipitation,
Elevation

SIM
Meat traits
(cattle), under
selection in
Eastern
Finncattle,
neuron
development

34,125,126 NRAP (within)
640,998 RHOU (56.34 kb)

142,143

144–146

Elevation

SIM

SIM

Precipitation,
Elevation

ncRNA

Elevation

Insulin secretion,
kidney disease
susceptibility
(human)

SIM
147,148

Temperature

GEL

GEL
Calving ease,
neuron/axon
guidance

149–151

GEL

4

35,457,854 SEMA3D (within)
LOC785077 (30.81 Precipitation
95,515,907 kb)

GEL

4

FAM49A (26.09
81,911,781 kb)

GEL

11

Temperature
Elevation

14
23

Selection
signature (pigs)

152

GEL

73,663,377 CALB1 (within)
LOC782044 (17.22
1,760,296 kb)

GEL
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25

LOC531296
663,051 (within)/MSLN

Temperature

Feed intake
(cattle)

49

GEL

While there was minimal candidate gene overlap between envGWAS signatures in the other
breeds, we do identify similar overarching themes, and similarities in the pathways and biological
processes under selection. In Simmental, we identify two genes, ROBO1 (Roundabout homolog 1) and
NRAP (Nebulin Related Anchoring Protein) involved in neuron development and guidance 136,146. Variants
in and near the ROBO1 have been identified as being differentially selected between breeds of cattle 19
and dogs 105. Variants of NRAP were identified as being potentially adaptive in selection scans of Eastern
Finncattle, a cold-adapted breed of cattle from Finland 145. A genomic region within SEMA3D
(Semaphorin 3D), another gene involved in axonal guidance, was significantly associated with
continuous environmental variables in the Gelbvieh dataset 151,153. Other candidate genes associated
with continuous environments are reported with their potentially adaptive functions in (Table 11).
envGWAS identifies adaptive pathways and processes
Local adaptation is likely highly complex and controlled by many areas of the genome. Though
we detected minimal overlap in candidate genes across datasets, we identified multiple conserved
biological processes and pathways that appear to play roles in local adaptation across populations.
Though there was minimal candidate gene overlap between continuous and discrete envGWAS
(19 genes in common in Red Angus), we identified many shared pathways and gene ontologies. In most
cases where we observed GO or pathway overlap, statistical significance was greater for the discrete
envGWAS analysis, simply due to the difference in number of provided genes (168 vs 38). Most of the
shared terms and pathways were driven by the genes BAD, EFNA5, LRRC4C, MARK2, PLCB3, and PRKG2
detected in both analyses. In these overlapping terms, additional genes from the discrete zone
envGWAS further supplemented the identified terms.
Table 12. Shared KEGG pathways identified by envGWAS. Enrichment analyses were performed within
breed using

Pathway

Num.
Genes

Term p-value
% genes (FDR Corrected) Gene Names

Dataset

Axon guidance

6

3.409

[EFNA5, EFNB2, FYN, LRRC4C,
0.028 SEMA6A, UNC5C]
RAN

Cholinergic
synapse

4

3.540

[FYN, LOC529425, PLCB3,
0.050 PRKACB]

RAN

Dopaminergic
synapse

4

2.985

[GRIA4, LOC529425, PLCB3,
0.065 PRKACB]

RAN
RAN
RAN

Glutamatergic
synapse

4

3.540

[GRIA4, LOC529425, PLCB3,
0.050 PRKACB]

Platelet

5

4.167

0.027 [FYN, LYN, PLCB3, PRKACB,
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activation

PRKG2]

Relaxin signaling
pathway

4

2.963

[LOC529425, PLCB3, PRKACB,
0.066 VEGFB]
RAN

Retrograde
endocannabinoid
signaling

5

3.226

[GRIA4, LOC529425, NDUFA12,
0.040 PLCB3, PRKACB]
RAN

Cholinergic
synapse

3

2.655

0.028 [CACNA1A, KCNQ5, PRKACA]

Dopaminergic
synapse

3

2.239

0.031 [CACNA1A, MAPK10, PRKACA] SIM

Glutamatergic
synapse

2

1.770

0.066 [CACNA1A, PRKACA]

SIM

Platelet
activation

2

1.667

0.068 [COL1A1, PRKACA]

SIM

Relaxin signaling
pathway

3

2.222

0.029 [COL1A1, MAPK10, PRKACA]

SIM

Retrograde
endocannabinoid
signaling

3

1.935

0.033 [CACNA1A, MAPK10, PRKACA] SIM

Dopaminergic
synapse

2

1.667

0.068 [CACNA1A, PRKACA]

SIM

Axon guidance

3

1.705

0.073 [PLXNA4, SEMA3D, SEMA3E]

SIM

Cholinergic
synapse

3

2.655

0.037 [GNG13, ITPR2, KCNJ12]

GEL

GABAergic
synapse

2

2.247

0.082 [ABAT, GNG13]

GEL

Glutamatergic
synapse

2

1.770

0.104 [GNG13, ITPR2]

GEL

Platelet
activation

2

1.667

0.110 [ITPR2, PPP1R12A]

GEL

Serotonergic
synapse

2

1.667

0.110 [GNG13, ITPR2]

GEL

SIM

Across all three breeds, we consistently identified the “axon guidance” pathway, and numerous
GO terms relating to axon development and guidance under region-specific selection. Ai et al. (2015) 137
suggested that axon development and migration in the central nervous system is essential for the
maintenance of homeostatic temperatures by modulating heat loss or production 154. The direction and
organization of axons is an essential component of the olfactory system which is frequently implicated in
environmental adaptation through the recognition of local environmental cues. 89,155. Other pathways
identified across all three datasets include “cholinergic synapse”, “glutamatergic synapse”, and “platelet
activation”. Cholinergic signaling drives cutaneous vascular responses to heat stress in humans 156–158.
Additionally, cholinergic receptors act as the major neural driver of sweating in humans 159.
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Glutamatergic synapses are involved in neural vasoconstriction 160,161. “Retrograde endocannabinoid
signaling”, “dopaminergic synapse”, “GABAergic synapse”, and “serotonergic synapse” pathways are
also significantly enriched by envGWAS candidate genes. Nearly all of these important neural signaling
pathways are also enriched in a series of gene-by-environment interaction GWAS for birth weight,
weaning weight, and yearling weight in Simmental cattle 56. Taken together, these results suggest that
pathways involved in neuron development and neurotransmission are essential components of local
adaptation in cattle. Temperature homeostasis is largely controlled by the central nervous system 162,
making environment-specific selection on these pathways an efficient way for populations to adapt.
Other pathways identified by envGWAS appear to play important roles in vasodilation and
vasoconstriction. Relaxin signalling was identified in both Red Angus and Simmental populations as a
locally adaptive pathway under selection. Relaxin, initially identified as a pregnancy-related hormone, is
an important modulator of vasodilation 163. In Simmental this pathway association originates from local
adaptation signatures near the genes COL1A1, MAPK10, and PRKACA identified both in our discrete
multivariate envGWAS and in the Desert ecoregion univariate analysis. Relaxin signalling was also
identified in Red Angus, but with four entirely different genes (LOC529425, PLCB3, PRKACB, VEGFB).
While all four of the Red Angus genes were identified in multivariate analyses, we identify two of them
in the Desert ecoregion univariate envGWAS. Vasodilation is an essential component of physiological
temperature adaptation in cattle and other species 164–166. The ability to mount a physiological response
to heat stress has a direct impact on cattle performance. Heat stressed cattle have decreased feed
intake, slower growth rates, and decreased fertility 167. The Renin secretion pathway, which is also
directly involved in vasoconstriction was identified in Red Angus (ADRB1, PLCB3, PRKACB, PRKG2), and
has also been previously implicated in physiological responses to heat stress in cattle 168. In each breed
we identify multiple biological processes related to the regulation of insulin secretion. Insulin secretion
is elevated in heat stressed cattle 169 and pigs 170, suggesting that it plays a role in metabolism and
thermoregulation. Insulin secretion in response to the presence of glucose may also be related to
different diets and forage availability along these continuous environmental gradients 171.
Other pathways identified by envGWAS candidate genes from Simmental point towards the
immune system’s role in local adaptation. “Th1 and Th2 cell differentiation” and “Th17 cell
differentiation” were significant in a KEGG pathway analysis. The development of these cell types is
essential for adaptive immune responses 172,173. These signals were driven in part by region-specific allele
frequency differences in or near MAPK10 an innate immunity gene identified in human studies as an
adaptive targets of selection 174. We also identify multiple cardiac-related pathways from Simmental
envGWAS genes (“Dilated cardiomyopathy”, “Arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy”,
“Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy”) driven by a pair of related genes SGCA and SGCD. Like other
circulatory-related pathways, the alleles driving this signal were identified in both multivariate and
Desert ecoregion envGWAS. We expect that these cardiac-related pathways, like renin secretion and
relaxin signaling affect the efficiency of circulation and improved temperature homeostasis when
exposed to heat or cold stress. A complete list of pathways and biological pathways identified by
candidate genes from all envGWAS analyses are reported in Supplementary File 2.
Supplementary File 2. Significantly enriched (Benjamini-Hochberg FDR < 0.1) pathways and biological
processes identified based on candidate genes < 10kb from genome-wide significant envGWAS SNPs.
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1HP79hSM_PGObrN3ZIMcvtLKaIKoKFgGU8w5HUlB2Sk/edit?usp=sharing
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We identify minimal overlap between genomic regions identified by envGWAS across our three
different datasets, but an enrichment analysis of pathways and biological processes identified
considerable overlap across breeds. We expect that environment-specific selection in each breed is
acting on largely different gene sets that are members of the same networks. This is especially
encouraging as we work to breed genetically adapted cattle for a changing climate. We expect that
considerable amounts of standing variation involved in these genomic networks exists in most major
breeds of beef cattle. We expect that selection for well-adapted individuals is possible, and that the
additional information from adaptive variants, genes, and pathways identified by envGWAS will make it
even more effective.
envGWAS Summary
While numerous methods have been developed to identify local adaptation in populations, most
rely on highly diverged populations inhabiting different environments 1,175. The underlying theory of
envGWAS is described by Coop et al. (2010) 85, but our implementation in a genome-wide LMM
framework allows the theory of Bayenv to be extended to larger datasets with tens of thousands of
individuals and hundreds of thousands to millions of SNPs. As opposed to comparing largely diverged
populations, we used the entire spectrum of environmental variation in a polygenic framework to
identify associations between genotypes and continuous and discrete environments. Using a genomic
relationship matrix controls for false-positive signatures driven by familial relationships in a particular
area. In a largely panmictic population, we still had adequate statistical power to detect multiple
genomic regions and pathways that are likely involved in the genetic control of adaptation (Table 12).
Table 12. Counts of variants significantly associated with continuous environmental measures in
univariate and multivariate continuous or discrete envGWAS analysis. Variants were identified as
significant when p < 1x10-5 (Empirically-derived significance threshold). Number of SNPs with q < 0.1 are
reported in parentheses.
Red Angus

Simmental

Gelbvieh

Temperature (univariate)

23 (2)

7 (0)

14 (0)

Precipitation (univariate)

17 (7)

20 (0)

6 (0)

Elevation (univariate)

10 (0)

36 (27)

12 (3)

Multivariate climate variable

46 (21)

40 (36)

19 (1)

Desert (univariate)

47 (30)

40 (19)

29 (4)

Southeast (univariate)

20 (8)

14 (2)

87 (87)

High Plains (univariate)

12 (1)

12 (0)

8 (0)

Arid Prairie (univariate)

62 (62)

48 (33)

NA

Forested Mountains (univariate)

29 (25)

36 (30)

37 (18)

13 (8)

15 (0)

7 (0)

Fescue Belt (univariate)
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Upper Midwest/NE (univariate)
Multivariate zone

5 (0)

12 (0)

33 (19)

176 (176)

39 (20)

66 (60)

Previous work in cattle has identified loci that are involved in genotype-by-environment (GxE)
interactions. GxE variants have different effects in different environments 55,56,176,177. These approaches
are different, but complementary to our envGWAS analysis. Instead of identifying interactions,
envGWAS identifies direct associations between attributes of an individual’s location and its genotype. If
a favorable GxE variant is segregating in a region or along an environmental gradient, we may also
identify it using envGWAS. It is also important to note that discussion of results from our genome scans
have focused primarily on proximal candidate genes. This identification of candidate genes ignores the
possibility significant variants may be acting in trans to change the expression of adaptive genes.
Ongoing work to map functional elements of the bovine genome 52,178,179 coupled with sequence-level
imputed genotypes will allow us to more accurately identify the important genes, pathways, and
networks that contribute to local adaptation.
Ongoing work is incorporating informative adaptation SNPs into region-specific genomic
predictions via genomic feature selection 180,181. We anticipate that these predictions will produce
significant rerankings of individuals across environments. These tools will empower producers to make
environment-informed selection decisions to maximize efficiency.
Region-specific GPSM meta-analysis identifies variants actively undergoing region-specific selection
envGWAS detects allelic associations with continuous and discrete environment, but does not
address whether local adaptation is ongoing, or being eroded by the increased exchange of germplasm
between ecoregions. We used the spatiotemporal stratification of genotyped animals to identify
genomic regions undergoing region-specific selection. This approach combines our ecoregions and
GPSM in a meta-GWAS framework. This approach draws on the GxE interpretation of metaGWAS
analyses from Kang et al. (2014) 182, where a heterogeneity of p-values at a locus between “treatments”,
or in our case ecoregions, is indicative of a treatment-specific association. This analysis identified
variants undergoing region-specific changes in allele frequency. If selection on locally adaptive variants
is ongoing, we would expect this analysis to identify variants actively diverging from the population
mean in a particular ecoregion. The converse, an erosion of allele frequency differences back to the
population mean, would suggest that selection for locally adaptive variants is not strong enough to
overcome the influx of alleles from the outside population via artificial insemination.
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Figure 7. Allele frequency trajectory schematic for two possible types of ecoregion-specific selection
on a locus. Different colored lines represent the allele frequency change of a locus in different
ecoregions. In each case the locus is under ecoregion-specific selection in only the red environment. A)
Ongoing local adaptation. B) Dissipation of local adaptation.

We performed a meta-analysis in METASOFT 183 by incorporating individual GPSM analyses for
each ecoregion with more than 1,000 sampled individuals. For each marker tested in the meta-analysis,
a Cochran’s Q value is assigned based on the heterogeneity of effects between ecoregion. Variants with
high Q values are significantly associated with birth year and are undergoing different shifts in allele
frequency in one (or a few) ecoregions. The test also generates within-region GPSM p-values, an acrossstudy p-value optimized for detecting associations in contexts of increased heterogeneity 183, and withinregion m-values, the posterior probability that an effect exists within that region (Figure 7B) 184.
Variants with significant Cochran’s Q statistics (p < 1x10-5) that were also significant in at least
one within-region GPSM analysis (p < 1x10-5) imply region-specific allele frequency change. These
changes can be due either to selection for local adaptation, or locally different allele frequencies moving
towards the population mean. We identified 59, 38, and 46 significant SNPs in Red Angus, Simmental,
and Gelbvieh datasets, respectively representing 15, 21, and 26 genomic regions (> 1 Mb to nearest
other significant SNP) (Figure 8A). In all cases where we detect region-specific selection at a locus, it
represents changes that make the ecoregion’s allele frequency appear more similar to the general
population’s (Figure 8C).
The major driver of this is artificial insemination, and the ability to use germplasm from genetically
superior animals from outside of one’s home region. The increase in artificial insemination in the Red
Angus breed has increased nearly tenfold since 1980 (28,896 to 284,788) (based on annual domestic
semen sales reported by National Association of Animal Breeders).
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Figure 8. Meta-analysis of within-ecoregion GPSM for Red Angus cattle. A) Manhattan plot of pervariant Cochran’s Q p-values. Points colored green had significant Cochran’s Q (p < 1x10-5) and were
significant in at least one within-region GPSM analysis (p < 1x10-5). B) Ecoregion effect plots for lead
SNPs in six peaks from (A). Points are colored by ecoregion and sized based on Cochran’s Q value. C)
Region-specific allele frequency trajectories for SNPs from (B), colored by ecoregion.
Despite the apparent ongoing decay of local adaptation signatures, this meta-analysis on ecoregionspecific GPSM does identify multiple intriguing adaptive candidate genes. A peak on BTA 1 at ~73.8 Mb
(lead snp rs254372) lies within the OPA1 (OPA1 mitochondrial dynamin like GTPase) gene, and is under
selection in the Fescue Belt ecoregion. OPA1 has been implicated in circadian rhythm control in mice
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185,186

, and is a known regulator of metabolic and cardiac adaptations 187,188 through its interactions with
mitochondria. We also identify variants located within ADAMTS16 (ADAM Metallopeptidase With
Thrombospondin Type 1 Motif 16), a gene that has been identified in human adaptation studies, and
that regulates blood pressure in mice 189,190. Other genomic regions identified in the meta-analysis reside
in candidate genes that do not have a clear adaptive function. This analysis is almost exclusively
identifying the degradation of regional allele frequency differences. While loci identified in this analysis
may be locally adaptive, they may also merely be artifacts of sparse sampling of AI sires in early
generations.
CONCLUSIONS:
Using large, spatiotemporally distributed datasets from three United States beef cattle
populations allowed us to begin mapping ongoing polygenic selection and possible locally adaptive
variants. Using a proxy for generation number as the dependent variable in a genome-wide linear mixed
model, we map widespread polygenic selection across the genome. This selection includes shared
signatures of ongoing selection as well as significant amounts of breed specific selection. Our envGWAS
analysis identifies subtle allele frequency differences along continuous environmental gradients and
within discrete statistically-derived ecoregions. While envGWAS identifies largely different significant
markers and candidate genes between datasets, numerous shared pathways related to adaptation exist.
Generally, these pathways are related to neural development, neural signaling, and vasoconstriction, all
known to affect temperature and energy homeostasis. While genetic differences exist between
environments, it appears that local adaptation is being actively eroded in cattle populations through the
use of artificial insemination. The use of artificial insemination has made massive improvements to the
beef cattle population, but the effects of this migration overpower local adaptation. This further
underlines the need for environment-aware predictions to exploit GxE and local adaptation.
METHODS:
Environmental Data:
Thirty-year normals (1981-2010) for mean temperature ((average daily high (°C)+ average daily
low (°C))/2), precipitation (mm/year), and elevation (m above sea level) for each 4 km square of the
continental United States were extracted from the PRISM Climate Dataset 82, and used as continuous
dependent variables in envGWAS analysis. Optimal k-means clustering of these three variables grouped
each 8km square the continental US into 9 distinct ecoregions. Using reported breeder zip code for each
individual, we linked continuous environmental variables to animals and partitioned them into discrete
environmental cohorts for downstream analysis. For ecoregion assignments, latitude and longitude
were rounded to the nearest 0.1 degrees. As a result some zip codes were assigned to multiple
ecoregions. Animals from these zip codes were excluded from the discrete region envGWAS but
remained in analyses that used continuous measures as dependent variables.
Genotype Data:
SNP assays for three populations of genotyped Bos taurus beef cattle ranging in density from
~25,000 SNPs to ~770,000 SNPs were imputed to a common set of 830K SNPs using the large multibreed imputation reference panel 196. Map positions originated from the ARS-UCD1.2 reference genome
(Rosen et al. 2020). Genotypes underwent quality control in PLINK (v1.9) 197, reference-based phasing
with Eagle (v2.4) 198, and imputation with Minimac3 (v2.0.1) 199. Following imputation, all three datasets
contained 836,118 autosomal variants. All downstream analyses used only variants with minor allele
frequencies > 0.01.
Exploratory Analyses:
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We performed a principal component analysis using SMARTPCA from the EIGENSOFT suite 200.
(Supplementary file ##)
Generation Proxy Selection Mapping (GPSM):
To identify alleles changing in frequency over time we fit a univariate genome-wide linear mixed
model (LMM) using GEMMA (Version 0.98.1) 201. Here, we used the model:
EQUATION 1:

𝑦 = 𝑋𝑔 + 𝑍𝑢 + 𝑒
𝑔 ∼ 𝑁(0, 𝐺𝜎𝑎 2 )
𝑒 ∼ 𝑁(0, 𝜎 2 𝑒 𝐼)
Where y is an individual’s age on the date of analysis. Here, continuous age served as a proxy for
generation number from the beginning of the pedigree. No fixed effects were used in our model, but a
vector of polygenic random effects, u, was used to control for relationships and population structure
within each dataset. This was estimated using a standardized genomic relationship matrix, G, 21 and
estimates of λ (the ratio of variance components) and τ (the residual variance). X was an incidence
matrix that related SNPs to individuals and g was the estimated effect size for each marker. Using this
model, we tested each SNP for an association with continuous birth year. We converted p-values to FDR
corrected q-values and used a significance threshold cutoff of q < 0.1. We performed multiple additional
negative-control analyses in each dataset by shuffling the age associated with each genotype to ensure
that observed GPSM signals were real. This was performed ten times for each breed dataset. To visualize
the change in allele frequency of loci undergoing the strongest selection, we divided additive genotypes
(coded as 0, 1, or 2) of significant variants by 2 (to reflect allele frequencies as 0, 0.5, or 1), then fit a
loess and simple linear regressions for age and allele frequency in R 202. These results and others were
visualized with ggplot2 203. For regions with sufficient sample sizes (> 700 individuals), we fit withinregion GPSM models to identify alleles changing in frequency only in particular environments. Significant
loci were compared across regions, and to the population-scale GPSM results from each dataset.
Environmental Genome-wide Association Studies (envGWAS):
To identify loci segregating at different frequencies within discrete ecoregions or along
continuous climate gradients, we used longitudinal environmental data for the zip codes attached to our
study individuals as dependent variables in univariate and multivariate genome-wide LMMs
implemented in GEMMA (v0.98) 201. We fit three univariate envGWAS models that used 30-year normal
temperature, precipitation, and elevation as dependent variables. These used an identical model to
EQUATION 1, but used environmental values as the dependent variable (y) instead of birth year. We
also fit a combined multivariate model using all three environmental variables to account for shared
genetic associations between temperature, elevation, and precipitation. To identify loci associated with
entire climates as opposed to only continuous variables, we fit univariate and multivariate case-control
envGWAS analyses using an individual’s region assignment described in the “Environmental Data”
section as binary phenotypes. Proportion variation explained (PVE), phenotypic correlations, and genetic
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correlations were estimated for continuous environmental variables and discrete environmental regions
in two separate multivariate REML analyses in MTG2 (Lee and van der Werf 2016).
To ensure that envGWAS signals were not driven by spurious associations, we performed two
types of permuted analyses. In the first, we shuffled the environmental variables and regions associated
with an individual prior to performing each envGWAS analysis, completely detaching the link between
an individual’s genotype and their environment. In the second, to ensure that envGWAS signals were
not driven by the over-sampling of individuals at particular zip codes, we shuffled the environmental
variables associated with each zip code prior to envGWAS analysis. These two types of shuffled analysis
were performed in each dataset and for each type of univariate and multivariate envGWAS analysis.
GPSM meta-analyses:
To identify variants undergoing frequency changes within particular ecoregions, we performed
GPSM analyses within each region with more than 700 individuals (Table 7). The outputs from withinregion GPSM analyses were combined into a single meta-analysis for each breed using METASOFT 183.
We report p-values for both the overall significance, which should be approximately equivalent to the
initial GPSM analysis, as well as within-region p-values. We identified loci with high heterogeneity in pvalues, indicative of possible region-specific selection. An m-value was calculated for each of these loci.
In this context, m-values indicated the probability that a variant is changing in frequency more
significantly in one region compared to others 184.
Pathway and biological process enrichment analysis:
Using the NCBI annotations for the ARS-UCD1.2 Bos taurus reference assembly (Rosen et al.
2020), we located proximal candidate genes near significant SNPs from each of our analyses. We
identified candidate gene lists for all genes located +/- 10 kb from significant envGWAS SNPs. We
consolidated significant SNPs from all envGWAS analyses into a single candidate gene list for each
breed. Using these candidate gene lists, we performed gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis using
ClueGO (v2.5.5) 205 implemented in Cytoscape (v3.7.2). 206. Using a Bos taurus gene list, we identified GO
terms where at least two members of our candidate gene list made up at least 1.5% of the term’s total
genes. We applied a Benjamini-Hochberg multiple-testing correction to reported p-values. GO terms
with FDR-corrected p-values < 0.1 were considered significant.
Birth year variance component analysis
To estimate the amount of variation in birth year explained by SNPs significant in GPSM, we
performed multi-GRM GREML analyses for birth year in GCTA (v1.92.4) 207. We built separate GRMs
using genome-wide significant markers and all remaining makers outside of GPSM peaks (> 1Mb from
significant GPSM markers). To further partition the variance in birth year explained by subsets of
markers, we performed a GREML analysis using created GRMs with genome-wide significant (p < 1x10-5),
the next 2,000 lowest p-values, and 2,000 random unassociated (p > 0.5) markers.
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